Click on the tile “VUB LRN courses” on your TEO homepage and go to the VUB LRN homepage.

Use the search bar in this tile to look for a course or click on ‘browse all courses’.

In this tile you can find courses recommended to you by LRN or by colleagues.

Through this tile you can set up delegates, change language settings, approve or decline course applications,…

In the “learning history” you can find an overview of the courses that you have attended in the last 30 days. Click on “View all” to see your full history.

“My learning assignments” gives an overview of the courses that you want to/must attend. You can delete the courses that you assign yourself, but not the others.

If you have to attend a course on a frequent basis (ex. EHBO), you can find the exact deadline of this course in this tile.

You can also adjust the size of some tiles. Tiles can also switch place.